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Logistics
• Questions for Presentation – We will be fielding
questions and will address following the event.

• We will be recording this webcast.
• Post event – Email sent with replay link and link to slides

• Having any audio/visual issues? Please use the
Questions box to reach the GoToWebcast dedicated
resource.
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Property Insurance Considerations
Tarique Nageer, Senior Vice President, US Property Practice, Marsh
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COVID-19 Planning, Response, and Recovery
Limited Coverage Available Under Traditional Policies
Property/BI

• If the virus is present on insured premises, policies could
provide coverage for:
―Decontamination costs.
―Communicable
disease cleanup.
―Interruption by communicable disease.
• Contamination exclusions, however, could apply.
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COVID-19 Planning, Response, and Recovery
Preparing Your Claim
Work with brokers and claims consultants
to review and understand coverage.

Potential Coverage Triggers

• Consider engaging legal counsel.

• Presence of virus on an
insured’s premises.

Start gathering documentation.

• Presence of virus at a customer or
supplier location.

• Keep records of anyone entering your premises.

• Presence of virus in a nearby
geographic area.

• Document any relevant
government communications.

• Mandatory quarantines.

• Take note of any specific locations affected by any
action or recommendation.

• Measure financial impacts.
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Managing the COVID-19 Outbreak’s Continuing Effects
How Marsh & McLennan Is Supporting Clients
Marsh colleagues are helping clients:
•

Understand how insurance may respond and
identify potential new coverage opportunities.

•

Organize claims teams and identify information needs.

•

Model, assess, and quantify potential operational effects; respond; and recover.

Mercer is helping organizations manage the impacts of the outbreak on their people, including on
workforce strategies, health and safety, and compensation and benefits.

Oliver Wyman is helping businesses across all sectors assess their strategic and operational
vulnerabilities and develop resilience and recovery approaches.
Guy Carpenter is helping organizations reduce their potential pandemic losses through new risk
financing solutions.

Marsh & McLennan businesses are actively helping companies understand and address COVID-19's
impacts and develop strategies to plan for and respond to future crises.
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Managing COVID-19 Risks

For the latest information
and insights from Marsh
about how to manage
COVID-19’s effects on
your business and people,
visit
marsh.com/us/insights/res
earch/pandemic-riskhub.html.
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First Party Policies & Related Supply Chain Risk
Matthew Wright, Executive Vice President, MMA Southeast
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First Party Policies & Related Supply Chain Risk
•

In general, any first party policy requires direct physical loss or damage to
property by a covered cause of loss to trigger coverage for Property Damage
(PD) or Business Interruption (BI).

•

There may be some very limited coverage for Communicable Disease on certain
manuscript property policies or on the more robust admitted carrier forms.

•

BUT, even if this coverage is on a form, a Communicable Disease has to
actually be present at an insured location for coverage to be considered. The
threat or fear of a Communicable Disease, or any peril for that matter, is not
enough to give rise to a covered loss.

•

On cargo and stock throughput policies there is no traditional BI coverage.
However, there could be some very limited Extra Expense (EE) coverage for a
voyage having to be rerouted due to port blockage/delay/interruption in transit. It
will depend on each specific case and the EE sublimit on the policy.
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First Party Policies & Related Supply Chain Risk
•

If there is any chance of recovery for physical loss or damage to insured product
on these policies, the specific language in the client's Contamination Clause
should be reviewed.

•

Much will depend on the Interest i.e. Perishable food products are more
susceptible than electronic goods but again, similar to a property policy, it has to
be proven that product is contaminated with some sort of Communicable
Disease. And then, how is this tested? Furthermore, does the presence of
Covid-19 actually spoil or damage the cargo?

•

Clients that sustain a loss of revenue in the current climate may have a Supply
Chain Interruption/Trade Disruption loss. This is when there has been no
physical loss or damage to an insured product or location but a client still suffers
a financial loss. It is not Contingent Business Interruption as there has been no
direct physical loss to a third party supplier or receiver.
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First Party Policies & Related Supply Chain Risk
•

There has historically been a very limited market for this coverage. Both premiums and
deductibles are prohibitive because the BI exposure is intangible.

•

There may be some coverage afforded for loss of revenue under Event Cancellation
policies. Look to the Exclusions and then the policy triggers on each individual policy.

•

However, similar to a first party policy an event cannot be simply cancelled out of fear or
threat of Communicable Disease.

•

In conclusion, on all policies, we should refer to our underwriters for their position and then
if a claim is submitted let their claims teams make any coverage determinations.

•

At the very least, the current global situation should prompt every insured to reevaluate
their business continuity plans to ensure they try to minimize their loss of revenue in times
of crisis.
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D&O Claim Exposure & Coverage Considerations
Brad Hering, Client Executive, Executive Liability Division
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Two COVID-19 D&O Shareholder Class Action Lawsuits
Currently filed against organizations
• Norwegian Cruise Lines
– Shareholder class action lawsuit
o Adverse impact reported on 2/20/20 financial statement due to
cancellation or rescheduling of over 40 voyages
o Shareholder suit alleges false and misleading picture of potential
impact of COVID-19 on financial performance
• Inovio Pharmaceuticals

– Shareholder class action lawsuit
o Misleading statements around development of COVID-19 vaccine
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Securities Litigation Trends
Event Driven Litigation
#MeToo Movement:
Greater accountability to hold boards and corporate management who
permitted the behavior or turned a blind eye responsible. There have now
been a number of management liability lawsuits filed in the wake of
revelations of sexual misconduct, and continuing revelations suggest there
may be more to come.
Recent Examples:
 21st Century Fox ($90M settlement for Derivative Lawsuit funded by D&O
Insurance)
 Wynn Resorts
 CBS Corporation
 Nike
 Google

Cyber Breach
During the time frame 2014 to 2016, there were a number of shareholder
derivative lawsuits filed against companies that had experienced data breaches.
These lawsuits were largely unsuccessful. In 2017, there were several more data
breach-related D&O lawsuits filed. By contrast to the earlier lawsuits, which were
filed as shareholder derivative lawsuits, these later lawsuits were filed as securities
class action lawsuits.
Recent Examples:
 Yahoo
 Equifax

Privacy

Social Media Communication:

Greater focus by regulators into the privacy of data that a company has
gathered.
 May 2018 - General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
 June 2018 - California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018

The recognition that companies could use social media for company
announcements has raised the possibility that an investor could later claim that a
company statement on Twitter or Facebook or another social media network could
be the basis of a securities class action or SEC investigation. Using social media
does involve certain risks.

Recent Examples:
 Facebook (Cambridge Analytica)
 Neilson Holdings

Recent Example:
 Tesla (Elon Musk)

Products

California Wildfires

In recent years there has been a wave of product related failures across a
multitude of industries which has resulted in D&O litigation.
Product:
X
Recent Examples:
 Volkswagen (diesel emissions-cheating scandal)Recent Example:
 Teslababy
(Elon Musk)
 Johnson & Johnson (personal injury cases regarding
powder)
 Intel (security flaws in its microchips)
 General Motors (emission test devices)

In November, after the devastating
California wildfires, plaintiff shareholders
Filed securities lawsuits against Edison
International and, separately, against
PG&E after news reports that the
company’s facilities may have caused
the wildfires

Source: Marsh Research
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Securities Litigation Trends
Event Driven Litigation

Product:
X
Recent Example:
 Tesla (Elon Musk)
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Potential D&O Claims
COVID-19
• Event-driven litigation
– Traditional Shareholder Class Action Lawsuits
o Loss in shareholder value due to:
 Disclosure deficiencies
 Breaches of duty of care / fiduciary duty
 Corporate mismanagement / negligence
– Derivative demands seeking corporate reform
• Employment Practices Liability

– Wrongful Termination / Discrimination – protected classes disproportionately impacted by layoffs, furloughs, or
other corporate policies
– Hostile work environment related to work-from-home policies
– Retaliation
– Wage & Hour issues related to isolation / quarantine
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Potential D&O Coverage Challenges / Unknowns
COVID-19
• General capital market volatility

• Broad application of exclusions
– Bodily Injury
oNot caused by insured, but interpreted as underlying issue
• Carrier aggregation concerns
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Cyber Vulnerabilities & Risk Management Considerations
Dan Hanson, CPCU, Senior Vice President, Management Liability & Client Experience
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COVID-19 Increased Cyber Risk

Cyber criminals are constantly working to exploit potential
weakness.

COVID-19 brings us:
• More work from home than in any time in our history
• Teams are stretched, there is plenty of distraction, physical
location of workers
• More challenging for your IT teams to monitor and control
activity
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Cyber Security

Communicate your cyber security policies including a thoughtful
work from home policy.
Practice good cyber security and hygiene
• Bring Your Own Device, Home Computers
• Require Secured WiFi (VPN)
• Multi factor authentication

Continue to raise awareness
• Links and attachments are common mode of malicious attacks
• Be wary of malicious applications
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Cyber Incidents

In advance, Crisis Management and Incident Response plans
should be updated for new environment.

If you have a suspected matter:
• Keep communications to a small group
• Stay off of email if at all possible

• Know your first step (legal, forensics, etc.)
• Report the matter under your Cyber insurance policy
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Workers’ Compensation & Commercial General Liability and Claim Guidance
John Niedernhofer, JD, Managing Director - Business Insurance
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General Claims Guidance
General Guidance – This event may implicate many types of insurance coverage. Given the uncertainty about how insurers will
ultimately interpret their policies, one possible approach insureds may wish to take is to tender COVID-19 related claims to all
potentially applicable policies.
Information Gathering – Here are some suggestions of information to be tracking with a dedicated cost or project code in the
event of an anticipated claims submission:
•
Decisions around business practices to change, the alternatives and financial implications
•
Cancellation of orders or contracts by customers
•
Cancellation of orders or contracts for vendors
•
Product/stock – expiration or unusable and cannot be returned, mitigated or repurposed
•
Direct Health and wellness preventative costs including cleaning supplies
•
Legal expense
•
Health and employee costs
•
Changes in wages and salaries
•
Overhead/operation costs
•
Other costs related to suspension of operations
Claims Process - The COVID-19 pandemic is unfolding hourly, and clients will want to present their claims in a manner that
allows their insurers to undertake the required investigation to determine coverage. Consult with your legal counsel when
needed.
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COVID-19 – Workers Compensation
Points to Remember
•

50 States

•

Arising out of (risk peculiar to or at greater risk due to) employment and in the
course and scope of (time and place of employment)

•

Bodily Injury vs. Occupational Disease (These are defined terms in the laws)

•

Exposure can constitute “injury” in some states (think needle stick claims)

•

Some states disallow contagious diseases contracted from fellow employees

•

Generally employee burden to prove
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COVID-19 – General Liability
Points to Remember
Coverage A –BI and PD Liability
•

Legally obligated to pay because of bodily injury or property damage (includes loss of use of tangible property not physically
injured) caused by an occurrence that takes place in the coverage territory, occurs during policy period

•

Exclusions – WC, EL, Pollution, Property, product recall, damage to property not physically injured (economic losses from
nonconforming work), fungi/bacteria/viruses

Coverage B – Personal and Advertising Liability
•

Legally obligated to pay because of “personal and advertising injury” caused by offense (detention or imprisonment, wrongful
eviction, invasion of right of private occupancy of dwelling a person occupies, slander, libel, violation of right of privacy)

•

Exclusions – intentional, criminal, contractual, breach of contract, pollution, pollution related

Coverage C –Med Pay
•

BI caused by accident (on premises, because of operations, timeframes)

•

Regardless of fault – not to exceed limit
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COVID-19

Clients should
• Be aware of their policy conditions regarding claim reporting and other obligations
• Have their claim reporting information ready
• Contact their Employment attorneys for guidance with respect to ADA, FMLA and HR
policy questions
• Seek assistance from MMA if needed prior to reporting a claim
•

Pre Loss Resources potentially available
– Crisis Response coverage
– EPL policies

– Contamination cleanup expense
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Frequently Asked Questions
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Property Insurance Considerations

• What type of pandemic risk policies are available? What
is the average cost?

• If construction is delayed due to COVID19 and therefore
delays the handover certificate issuance, what coverage
would we have financial loss due to the delay?
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First Party Policies & Related Supply Chain Risk

• Is there any business interruption coverage under a
stock throughput policy?

• What guidance can you provide as it relates to
government mandated facility, office, retail shutdowns?
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D&O Claim Exposure & Coverage Considerations

• Much of the D&O content included potential claims
against public companies – do private companies have
an exposure as well?
• If states choose not to enforce employment-related
regulations regarding layoffs, does this protect
companies from EPL litigation/claims?
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Cyber Vulnerabilities & Risk Management Considerations

• What happens if my employees personal computer
system is infiltrated and this corrupts our systems at
work?
• What types of claims could we expect as a result of the
current environment?
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Claim Guidance

• What guidance can you provide as to at what point
should we report a claim? WC, business interruption or
otherwise?
• In the event someone came into the office with COVID19 and we had to hire a company to do extensive
cleanup, will the cleanup expense be covered under our
insurance policy?
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Resources
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Resources on MarshMMA.com
•

Dedicated page added to
MarshMMA.com.

•

Includes resources, helpful links,
upcoming events and post-event
replays.

•

Use the sign up link to receive email
notifications when the page is
updated.

Time stamp when updates happen

Sign up for real-time updates
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MarshMMA.com
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